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This thesis has two parts~ th~ mai.n part is abnormal charge in()lrease 

in i'lu.clear reaction~ but in this phenomenon there were light iodi11e isotopes 

i.:rrii''i)lved 9 light;er than I124 ~ which were not known, and we had to make them 

1 separatelyo 

NEUTRON DEFICIENT ISOTOPES OF IODINE 

Four new isotopes of iodine have been identified with mass assighments 

and decay characteristics as indicated in Table L The method of making 

ma.ss assigrunents for some of these was to compare shapes of excitation curves 

124 

123 

122 

121 

120? 

Half=l-ife 

4o5 days 

13 hro 

4 mino 

r-.J _'30 mino 

Table I 

·Radiation Energy 

e= = -+ 150 = 15 Kev 

p+ = 2&9 ! Ool Mev 

e = 1S5 ~ 10 Kev 

of (a.~xn) reactions on antimony in which known iodine activities were produced 

ft'om the Sb123 and the new ones to be assigned from the Sb121 
a The excitation 



f\m?tions as shown in Figure 1 are fairly crude as the only objee<tive was to 

compare shapes in order to assign mass numberso The experimental procedure 

was to irradiate antimony (57% Sb121, 43% Sb123) with helium ions of different 
I 

energies, to isolate the iodine by a method in whieh the CJhemia:aJ. yield cou.ld 

be rne,aau.redy and then to resolve the iodlne decay cn.1rves into the se"'J-eral com-~ 

noner.tts making use of distinCJtive radioactive proper-tieso 

exc:dt21.tion .function naralleled that 

component was a~signed to rl23 sinGe its 

125 for 56=day I zj both c;urvss being of' the 

s:b.ape ~ha.t would be expec:ted for (a,,2n) reactions' in this case~ on Sbl21 
'':1 "'-~ 

and Sb"""-' respe(":ltlvel:~ro The yields as shown include eol"'l:'ecticms for natural 

abundanc:e:s c1f Sb121 and Sb123 
9 and are based on the assumption that both the 

13·--hr o I123 and 56=day r125 have one K x=ra.y per disintegration 9 and assuming 

on.s: ·p~:r·(.:.ent C©unting efficiency in the argon=filled. Geiger tubeso The 13=hro 

I123 has conversion eleetr6ns of 150 :t 15 Kev energy as determined with a low= 

:r>esoluHt.,n beta=ray spectrometer and by absorption in berylliumo Gamma=rays 

;;:.:r.:,rt"esponding to this energv were also observedo This activlty with similar 

half=lii'e and radiation characteristics has been reported reCJentl:r by Mitehell~ 

Mei. 9 l.V'Jaienschein, -and Peaero~ko2 

£~~~51nd l)=dgy:_l,:~6 o==The OUI"'V'6S for both of these isotopes 

using normal ant.imon:.r as a targe·t are shown as appropriately labeled solid 

crurres in Figo 1o The curve for r126 is characteristic of an (a. 9 n) r"ea.ction 

as is the low=energ,r part of that for r124· o The upswing beyond 30 Mev in the 

I124- curve is due to the (a., 3n) reaetion on Sbl23 o The points shown fot' the 

broken line projection of the r124 curve were obta.ined from the inadlation 

* 121 124 0 of" separated Sb... from which I can ·be formed only by the (a.»n) react~ono 

The discrepancy in yields at 20 Mev between r126 and rl24 is not 

explained' but it may be remarked thatin other cases suc:h as the f'issi;;;.n of 

·~~~-==:-*ffiesamn:te-of senarated antimony consisting of' 99o3% Sb121, 0 o 7% sbl22 was 
obt~ai.ned from. the Isotopes Division of the U o So Atomic Energy GommisBJiono 
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3 4 126 bismuth and the (Y,n) reaction on iodine, ·the measured yield of I has been 

nmelh lCJwer' than. expected, making it appear that not all of the decay events 

·{;ake plac;e through the l·~Mev be'ta·~particle upon which the yields are basedo 

124 The half·= life of I was measured as 4 o 5 days and the ~·~=energy 
,!! .. 

as 2 ol ,:;. 0 ol Mevo It is estimated from the yield of K x-rays that this isotor.)e 

d~t.~a.ys only about '30% by positron=emission and ?0% by electron~,oaptureo 

fL:l!!b!l.'l.. r122 
o ==In experiments in which an hour was conS~.med in 

ob.Eml.c)a1 separation9 no activity appeared which followed the excitation function 

of' that par·t of the 4.,'5•mday Il24 curve produced by the (a~ 1n) reactiono It was 

therefore assumed that rl22~ which would be formed by the sbl21(a,3n) rl22 

reac:tion~ is short=livedo More rapi.d Ghemistry showed a 4=mino iodine a.Clti'lrity» 

and a single yi.e1d determina. tion at 45 Mev showed it to be in the expeo"ted range 

as :'i.ndieated in Figure lo The positron has an energy of' 2o9 :!: Ool Mell'9 and 

it :i.s est:hnated that there is some eleGtron-oaptu.re branClhing o 

positr,on and eomrersion e1EH'?.'t!"4:ms o:f 185 Kev appeared in irradiation of antimony 

with 60=:; 100·-'~ and J60=Me·v helium ionso Its decay is followed by the appear= 

an:J(:J of 17=day Te121 in approximately the proper yield for a parEmt.=daughteJr 

relationshipo 

~Il~==In the higher energy irradiatlons (100 and 360 

MeY) a '30=mino activity appeared, having a hard positron of' 4o0 lJievo The 

dee<ay of' the iodine containing thj_s aoti vi:ty was followed by the appearance 

of' a tellurium aethi.ty which could not be resolved uniquely but whid:1 does 

have a half'·~life of several days o It is possible that this activity is 4o5~day 

Te119o This would indiC!ate that Ill9 was presento However,1 the observed posi= 

tr"on ·energy of the 30dmino period is in better a.groeement with the pr<;,dil]tion 

120 119 for" I whi~h may mean that I ·vms a.lso present but un0bservedo 
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We have made several experiments in which we bombarded ordinar,r 

Sn with high energy protons and alpha particles (~ 350 Mev) and observe the 

formation of several iodine activitieso The activities observed were r120, 

I121, I 123, Il24 and !126
0 'rf this effect were real, it could not be explained 

by a one-step reaction, as could be seen by observing the following fragment 

of the chart of isotopes in this regione 

112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 

~+' (K) ~+,K 
30 m L8 hr 

Te s K 
Oo091% 17 d 

Sb s 
57o25% 

Sn s s s s s s s s 

I 

Te 

Sb 

Sn 

0.90% Oo61% 0.35% l/+o07% 7.54% 23o98% 8o62% 33o03% 

122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 

+ + ... 
~= ~~ ~= ~ '(K) K K,~ K p s 

4m 13 hr 4.5' d 56 d 1_'3 d 100% 25 m long 12o6 hr 

s s s s s p= s s 
2 .4o/fo 0.89% 4.63% 7.01% 18.72% 9o3 hr 3L72% 34o46% 

s 
42.75% 

s s 
4. 7?>% 6.11% 

The heaviest stable Sn isotope is Snl24, so the reactions you would expect 

with protons and alpha particles are~ 

S 124( . )Sbl24ol23ol22== n ·· p,xn 

snl24(a,xn)Tel27,126,125=-

By the possible decay of these isotopes they could not go to the iodine activities 

observed, since they are stable or K-capture, or ~+~emitter isotopes, with the 
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exception o:f Sb
124 

that goes to stable Te124 and Te127 that goes to stable r?-27• 

We have investigated the phenomenon more thoroughly to try to 

find out how it happens. 

For the bombardment we used Sn targets of about 1 gm/cm2 thickness 

and 1 1/2" x 1/4" section. They were bombarded in the circulating beam of 

the 184 11 cyclotron. 
r::. 

Since the yields are extremely small, of the order of 10=' barn~ 

we did the following chemistry to make sure that the activity observed was 

iodi.."le. The target and 10 mg of I"" carrier were pu.t in a distillation flask 

with about 30 cc of H2so4, the target dissolved by heating, and the iodinep 

probably as HI~ was collected ~n so2 or NaOH solution. 'The solution was 

acidified if ~ecessary, and the 1= oxidized with No2=~ put again in a dis= 

tillation flask and distilled. The iodine was collected in so2 or NaOH 

solution, acidified with H2so4, oxidized with No2"" and extracted into cc14. 

~om the CCl4 itwas·extracted back again into so2 or NaOH solution. The CCl4 

cycle repeated three times and finally the iod~ne was precipitated as Agi. 

The :first thing we did was to make sure that the activity was iodine. 

In order to do that, we observed the decay curves of several ~ombardments 9 

and we were able to resolve the curves into half lives in close agreement with 

known iodine half lives, and also in the long bombardment with protons we were 

able to follow the e-, ~= and p+ activities in the ~.spectrograph. 

Figure 2 shows the e= from I123; the ~= spectrum from r126~ and the 

p+ spectrum from Il24, all of them.made from ~pha bombardments on Sb. Figure 3 

shows the combined spectrum of rl23 and r126 in a bombardment of Sn with 350 

Mev protons, the shape of the spectra are very much alike the previous one~ and 

the decay of the r123 is roughly what you would expect. 
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Figure 4 shows the ~+ spectrum of r124, and its decay through two 

days, its shape is like the ve~J well established rl24 in Figure lo 

In Figure 2, 3, and 4 the abscissa is Hp in kilogauss = em» and 

the ordinate is activity in an arbitrary scale. 

Figure 5 shows the gross activity of the iodine in a bombardment 

of Sn with 350 Mev protons and its resolution in half-liveso 

Figure 6, 7, and 8 show the gross activity, t.he x and Y=rays~ and 

r-rays activities respectively, from a long bombardment of Sn with 350 Mev 

protons.. The resolution in half-lives is indicated too. 

Figure 9 shows the iodi~e activities observed in a bombardment 

of Sn with 360 Mev alpha particles; the curve shows the gross counting rate, 

and its resolution in half-lives is indicated .. 

The half-lives of the resolved curves, the energy and decay of the 
+ 

e-, ~- and ~ activities in the p spectrograph, and the chemistry done, place 

almost unmistakable the activity as iodine, and we felt confident to continue 

work on this problemo 

We wanted to make sure that the activity was not coming from some 

impurity. The spectroscopic analysis of the Sn sample is as follows~ 

Pb 

Cu 

Fe 

As + Sb + Bi + Ag 

.. 0005% 

.0005% 

.. 00015% 

.0001% 

Pb + Cu + Fe 

As + Sb 

Bi + Ag + In 

In 

.. 0025% 

.. 0001% 

.. 0001% 

None found 

Since the cross section is of the order of 10=5 barn for each of 

the iodine activities observed, it is almost impossible that the actiVity 

comes from an impurity. 
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Sb impurity would not give iodine activities with protons, since 

Sbl21,123( )T 123,122-- d • • . • p,xn e ; you woul get iod~ne activ~t~es w~th alpha particles 

Sbl21,123(a,xn)I126,l25--,but the fact that you get the iodine activities with 

both protons and alpha particles, rules out Sb as impurities. 

Te impurity would give with both protons and alpha particles iodine 

activities, but the most abundant isotopes of Te are Tel26,Tel28 and Tel30v 

you would expect to get in this case heavier iodine isotopes too 9 such as 

Il30 and Il31 whi~h have not been observed. It could not explain either the 

upward trend of the excitation fUnctions that will be shown later. 

Iodine impurity could show roughly the behavior observed9 but we 

made a determination of iodine in the Sn sample, and we were not able to detect 

it to the limit of our experiment (one part in 100,000) o The cross·-section 

for Sb activities on Sb irradiated with 360 Mev alphas is about 4 x 10=l barn. 5 

Assuming the same cross-section for the formation of iodine activities with 

alpha particles on iodine, it would require 1 part in 10,000 of iodine impurity 

to account for the activity observed, and this is 10 times more than the upper 

limit we set. 

Besides this we can make the following arguments, if there were U 

impurities, most of the activity would be Il31.6 If there were Bis the fission 

cross-section of Bi with 200 Mev yields about 4 x 10=3 barn of I;7 assuming 

that the cross section for 350 Mev protons and alphas is of the same order~ it 

would require about 1% of Bi impurity, Which seems impossible. If it were 

coming from the spallation of some heavy element, such ~s Os or heavier~ you 

would expect to get almost as much Ba activity, and probably much more as 

iodine. We made a search for Ba activity and we coulnd not reduce it to zero 

by doing chemistry of Ba, but we could find an upper limit for the Ba activity 

making safe assumptions for the nature of the activity and mode of decay of 
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~6 8 possible Ba, and we found its yield to be at most 10 barn, probably 10-

barn, which is much too small to allow any impurity such as Cs or heavier 

to account for the I activityo We also looked for alpha emitters in the 

bombarded target, and we did not see any which would again rule out the fission 

of U or Th as a source of iodineo 

We ran bombardments at lower energies than .350 Mev with both pro-

tons and alpha Particles, and the result of the excitation functions are 

shown in Figure 10 and llo 

The points below 100 Mev were uncertain, but we made bombardments 

under exactly the same condition at 25 Mev and 50 Mev protonso We observed 

that at 25 Mev there was no iod.ine activity whereas at 50 Mev it was 

barely detectable, but there seemed to be someo That puts the threshold 

for the reaction at around 50 Mevo We made a similar experiment with 

alpha Particle at 30 Mev and 60 Mev, and the results were the sameo There 

was no I activity at 30 Mev, and a little bit at 60 Mev, giving a threshold 

for alpha close to the pr0ton threshold.o 

The best values for the cross sections were determined at fUll 

energy alpha and protons and are shown in the following tableo 

Isotope 3 50 Mev Protons 350 Mev Alphas 

40m rl20 o5 X 10~5 barn o9. X 10=5 

loB hr r121 , ol X 10=5 L1 X 10=5 

13 hr rl23 o7 X 10-5 L3 X 10=5 

4 0 5 days r124 o4 X 10=5 o4 X 10=5 

13 d r126 ~ X 10-5 yJ. X 10=5 
4,!.·~ 
r: 

2oJ X 10=5 Total 3o8 x 10=5 
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We estimate that these values are correct within a factor of twoo 

We believe that 4 mino r122 and 56 d r125 were formed, but they 

were not detectable, actually any iodine very short lived would not be seen, 

because the chemistry took at least 30 minutes, and any iodine very long 

lived would not give enough counts per minute to be observedo 

DISCUSSION 

The result of the experiment seemed to indicate that in the 

first approximation things bappen very much the same, regardless of the 

nature of the bombarding particle~ alpha or protons, and only depend on 

the energy, also the trend of the excitation function, the threshold of 

the reaction and the values for the cross section at full energy proton and 

alpha seem to indicate the same thingo The following mechanism is suggest~do 

-~ fragments + 3ti 

----1) 53I 

This is not surprising since the hammer tracks of the ti8 are very 

well known in reactions induced by cosmic radiation, also ti
8 

has been 

observed by Wright, bombarding several elements up to Xe, using 350 Mev 

protons and 190 Mev deuteronso 8 In another experiment we have been able to 

make Be7 with 350 Mev protons on Cuo 

We have calculated the threshold for the reactions 

50
snl22,123,124 + P --4 3Li6,7,8 + 480dll7 

they are all endothermic, having thresholds of 8 Mev~ 3 Mev and 16 Mev 

respectivelyo Actually the Li nucleus has to come out with ~t least 30 Mev~ 

because this is the height of the barrier in S~ for Li~ and since it ~as 

to penetrate another barrier of 30 Mev, you would expect that you would not 

g.et any iodine unless the energy of the bombarded particle is about 50 Mevo 
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The increase of activity with increa~ing energy is obvious, there 

is more energy available to knock out Li, and also more kinetic energy available 

to the Li nucleus~ so you would observe an increase in the iodine act~vity. 

We have tried to estimate the cross section of the formation of 

Li in the primary reaction, (this includes several possible Li~ such as 

3Li6, 3ti7, 3Li8, etc. and also probably excited states.) 

In order to do that we have made the assUmption that the cross 

section for an Li nucleus to penetrate a 5osn nucleus is 

"" = li' R2 (1 - B/E) for E > B 
<'r = 0 for E < B 

E is the energy of the Li nucleus, and B = 30 Mev is the height of the 

potential barrier. 

We also assumed that practically all Li entering Sn nucleus yields 

finally I, the total cross sections for iodine would be taken as 4 x 10=5 

barno 

From this assumption and range energy relations for Li we can 

calculate the cross section for Li if its energy distribution were known. 

The only thing definite about it is that there will not be Li with less 

than 30 Mev (the height of the barrier), nor with more than 350 Mev (the 

maximum energy available). 

If the Li emitted are monoenergetic with energyt.~ ·it can be 

shown that the cross sections are related b.1 the formula 

~ N -29 I = 4 x 10 barn 
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R e 1o48 A1/ 3 
X 10=13 em = 7o37 X 10~13 em 

IIR2 = lo67 x 10-24 cm2 

n = number of nuclei/cm3 in Sn 

dx = distance in em 

Putting this value we get: 

c:r 21 = 

( E =E 

A :<~ -B/E)dx 

barn 

The relation between E and x is obtained from range energy curveso 

We performed the integration numerically and will show some typical results 

in the following table in which~Li indicates the cross-section for the 

production of Li ions of indicated energy necessary to give the observed 

overall yield of iodine 

(:;;(Mev) 
. E· = e: . 

10=20 ~1-B/E)dx 
~ .. ~ B 

(barn) 
~i 

36 

o0745 

40 50 80 120 

o2051 4o2954 13ol46 

-1 6 =2 n o=2 3o0 X 10 5o X 10 Lo X 1 

Notice that as the energy of the Li increases they become much 

more effective to make I since its range and cross section increaseo 

200 

It is known that at high bombarding energies the liquid drop model 

does not hold, 9 and probably there are localized collision putting a lot 

of energy in a small spot, and it could happen that a few Li are knocked 

out with high energy, and give the iodine activity observedo However, we 
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have tried to see if we still could fit the result with the liquid drop model~ 

Bethe has shown that the energy distribution is roughly Maxwellean, and if 

we take into account the barrier effect, we can write for the energy dis-

tribution of the Li 

where T is the nuclear temperatureo 

The cross section for a Li nucleus with energy E.. then would be 

d <rL. 
~dE~~~ = A(€- B)e~ E::-B 

T 

where A is a constanto That is of course for £)I B.~~ and for E < B 

d~i = 0 
ae--

It can be shovm that if the energy distribution for the Li is 

W(€) then; 

i
·e,E!:m 

Th (W(E) 

~ B 
[

E == €. 
n ~1-B/E) dx) d C. 

E:m = maximum energy of Li 

or calling I1 and I2 the integralsg 

cr 
__14 = Il, 

.,. I 1l'.-R;;;.,.2'1"':I:-
2
-

The integrations have been performed numerically, we used T = 10 Mev$ 

as suggested by Professor Wick, and we get 



:S. = 100ol7 

12 = 117o32 X 1020 

= o21 barn 
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This value of T = 10 Mev is close to what you would get using the 

formulaE*= 1/2 YAT2 with rA=l = Ool Mev which gives T = 8o5 Mevo10 

We have tried to fit the data with the Weisskopf evaporation 

formula also~ in this case the probability for emission of a particle 

with energy e- is: 

W(EA, t: ) = <5"0 gm 
1i' :;l3 (~ = V) e SB (EA = Eo = E:) ~SA (EA) 

Where W(EA~~) = probability per second of emission of a particle 

of energy between ~ andE., + d ~ o 

A = excited nucleus 

B = residual nucleus 

EA = excitation of A, above ground state 

cr = geometrical cross-section of nucleus A 
0 

g = statistical weight of the particle 

m = mass of the particle 

E0 = binding energy of the particle to nucleus A 

V = potential barrier of the particle with respect to B 

and SA(X) = (~)1/2 wh~re X is in Mev. 
· 2o2 

We calculated the iniegrals numerically, and we got 

cr' = o 81 barn 
Li 

which is even worse; also we can calculate from this formula the ratio 

of the probabilities of emission of t 1 nucleus to the emission of a 

·nucleon, and it comes out to be 



rtl 

r + i 
n p 

From Mo Lindnercrs experiment5 we estimate that the cross section of emission 

of a nucleon is about 6 barn, this givesg 

c:rL 
1 

= 6 x lo6 x 10=4 ~ 10=3 barn 

This result is different from the above one by a factor greater than 109, 

and we don~t see any way to reconcile them within the liquid drop model 

or any other statistical model~ Furthermore, we used 350 Mev as excitation energy 

for the nucle11s, which on the average is less than that, and also not all 

the nucleons wi.ll be emitted with the nucleus having the maximum excitation 

energyo 

However~ it could be possible to explain this experiment if we 

assume that when the collision takes place, the heavy particles t 1 are ejected 

almost at the same time as the collision, that is, the t 1 are ejected before 

the excitation energy is evenly distributed among all nucleons and the compound 

nucleus formed; this mechanism would enable heavier particles to be ejected easier 

and also, they could take away much more energy than what they would get from a 

statistical modelo This argument, although qualitative, will explain the observed 

experiment, for instance a cross-section of about 2 x 10=2 barn for L1 and an 

energy of 120 Mev will explain satisfactorily the results observed in bombardments 

with 350 Mevo 
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